
 The withdrawal of the Niger-Chadian forces in northern area of Nigeria has also caused mass 
movement of people in Niger. 

 The state of emergency is still activated and thus the circulation restrictions on motored vehicles 
between 8 p.m. and 6 a.m.  

  For World Refugee Day, the Distance Education center was inaugurated in Maine Soroa by high 
government officials alongside with the UNHCR Regional Representative in Dakar, the Deputy As-
sistant Secretary of State, the United States Ambassador in Niger. This mission also visited the urn-
abization project in Diffa. 

  NIGERIA SITUATION: NIGER Refugee Response Plan (RRRP) 

Kabléwa camp: APBE reported a high rate of HIV 

infection in rapid tests realized during the reporting 

period . UNHCR's partner of health APBE puts up with 

DRSP (Regional Directorate of Public Health) an 

identification mechanism for tracking the cases. 

Protection monitoring continues to be 

achieved by IRC through HCR funding in N’Guigmi in 

order to identify protection cases such as abused 

children, SGBV cases and unaccompanied children.  

105,583 declared by local authorities in  

                    Diffa region  
 
1,239 transferred to Sayam Forage camp     
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 Regaining access to certain areas. The 
security situation still prevents 
humanitarian actors from assisting the 
displaced population.  

 The relocation process to Sayam Forage 
refugee camp which was stopped after 
the last attacks is re-starting.   

 Construction and/or rehabilitation of 
shelters in view of the upcoming rainy  
season. 
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Distribution of emergency food protection conducted 

during the first five days of the arrival of newly dis-

placed people on both sites Gagamari and Chétimari by 

UNHCR through the IRC partner that  distributed bread 

and sardines 

The works started in the three camps of Goudoumaria, 

Kablewa and Sayam Forage to implement water supply 

system. In Kabelawa and Sayam Forage, the preferred 

solution is to reinforce the existing hydraulic system 

allowing the local population to also have a better 

access to water  

381 tarpaulins distributed by the Camp Manager 

ACTED to 381 households to solve the problem of 

damaged shelters in the living area at Sayam Forage 

camp. 

Ending of the school year for the  distance education 

Center of Kablewa : The center is experiencing a 

change in the number during the year, dropped to only 

10 regular students in the program during a period of 

the school year and are left with 42 staff including 7 

girls year end.  

USD 81,430,664 RRRP Financial requirements 

 
2,501 transferred to Kablewa camp     

* Funds received as of 27 August 2015 


